IV Therapy is the quickest and most effective way to
rehydrate your system and fuel your body with essential
vitamins, minerals and amino acids.

Infuz at Baha Mar offers 5 IV options and 4 booster shots
that can be given as a shot or added to an IV as a booster.
Our IV Therapies have been specially formulated to give
heightened mental and physical vitality and provide your
body with the nutrients, vitamins and antioxidants you

need. Our IV therapies give 100% of vitamin absorption
and leave you feeling energized and refreshed.

HYDROBOOST
Get instant hydration with this energizing IV Therapy,
featuring essential hydration with electrolytes and

vitamins that replenish the body and keep it healthy.

MYER’S COCKTAIL
This cocktail helps you restore your body’s natural
balance with the perfect blend of vitamins and hydration.
The Myer’s is a multi–symptom reliever of cramps,

migraines, inflammation, fatigue and stress and is great
for jet-lag recovery and overall wellness.

HANGOVER RECOVERY
Get instant hangover relief with a full liter of hydration,
high dose vitamins, antioxidants and micronutrients.
Revive yourself with the ultimate liver detox and energy
boost and get back on your feet in no time.

BEAUTY & GLOW
Get the ultimate beauty boost from the inside out with
the perfect blend of hydration, high-dose glutathione,

biotin, and multi-trace elements. No tricks or angles, just
100% vitamins and anti-oxidant absorption to keep your
hair, skin and nails looking pristine.

LIMITLESS
Can’t decide on what to get? Why no treat yourself with
the best of everything, This jam-packed vitamin IV helps
optimize performance, boost neurological function,

boost immune system, increase energy, beauty and antiaging plus more. This IV also includes a high dose of

glutathione, a master detoxifier and the mother of all
antioxidants.

IV BOOSTERS
Add an IV Booster to any IV Therapy

GLUTATHIONE BOOSTER
Known as the superhero of antioxidants, glutathione
functions as an activator of immune responses and the

detoxification process. Glutathione also visibly improves
sun damage and pigmentation.

VITAMIN C BOOSTER
Vitamin C is known for its positive impact on energy
levels and viral illnesses. Regular injections build strength,
fight bacteria, inflammation and help with absorption of
other vitamins.

SUPER B ENERGY BOOSTER
This is the ultimate energy boost to fight fatigue whether
from jet lag, a long night on the beat or the flu.

INTRAMASCULAR SHOTS

If time is of the essence, try one of our IM Shots.

SUPER B BOOSTER
Recharges energy, boosts immune system, regulates
sleep and mood

SKINNY
Increases energy, maximizes metabolism, burns fat

GLUTATHIONE
Mother of all antioxidants, anti-aging, supports immune
system

BEAUTY

Anti-aging, brightens skin and strengthens hair and nails

